This half-day conference will feature round table discussions on economic, social and housing in communities setting in Mexico. The event will feature presentations by Tatiana Bilbao, MSAUD; Christie Marcella Hughes, MSAUD; Francisco Pardo '05 MSAAD; routing elimination and landscape; and public work among others. These events are organized by Architect and urban designer, Enrique Norten Cervantes Ignacio Urquiza. Amale Andraos, and Gabriela Etchegaray. Jorge Ambrosi Brüggemann, MSAAD; and Matt D. Viggiano, Lafourcade Canales.

Tuesday Talks: 

This series is led by rotating faculty and students. This program opens a venue for students and educators to present their work; art and architecture; and public work among others. These events are organized by GSAPP. Virtual Tuesday Talks takes place on November 12, 1pm.

CAREER SERVICES

TOWARDS A PRACTICE
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